Vertebral artery dissection: spectrum of imaging findings with emphasis on angiography and correlation with clinical presentation.
A study was performed to evaluate the relationship between the imaging features and clinical presentation of vertebral artery (VA) dissection. Twenty-two patients with 24 VA dissections at angiography and clinical evaluation also underwent computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging. The angiographic patterns of VA dissection were categorized as aneurysmal (n = 10) or steno-occlusive (n = 14). All 10 patients (10 lesions) with the aneurysmal pattern had dissection in the V4 (intradural) segment and presented with headache (n = 5), neurologic deficit (n = 2), dizziness (n = 2), or altered mentality (n = 1). However, the 12 patients (14 lesions) with the steno-occlusive pattern had dissection from the V1 segment to the V4 segment and presented with neurologic deficits caused by infarction of an embolic nature. Overall, the most frequent VA dissection site was the V4 segment. The distribution of the dissection sites and the clinical presentation tended to differ according to the angiographic patterns of aneurysm or stenosis-occlusion.